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Abstract—Searching for relevant knowledge across heterogeneous geospatial databases requires an extensive knowledge of the
semantic meaning of images, a keen eye for visual patterns, and
efficient strategies for collecting and analyzing data with minimal human intervention. In this paper, we present our recently
developed content-based multimodal Geospatial Information Retrieval and Indexing System (GeoIRIS) which includes automatic
feature extraction, visual content mining from large-scale image
databases, and high-dimensional database indexing for fast retrieval. Using these underpinnings, we have developed techniques
for complex queries that merge information from heterogeneous
geospatial databases, retrievals of objects based on shape and
visual characteristics, analysis of multiobject relationships for the
retrieval of objects in specific spatial configurations, and semantic
models to link low-level image features with high-level visual descriptors. GeoIRIS brings this diverse set of technologies together
into a coherent system with an aim of allowing image analysts to
more rapidly identify relevant imagery. GeoIRIS is able to answer
analysts’ questions in seconds, such as “given a query image, show
me database satellite images that have similar objects and spatial
relationship that are within a certain radius of a landmark.”
Index Terms—Geospatial intelligence, image database, information mining.

I. I NTRODUCTION

G

EOSPATIAL information mining is essential for coping
with the tidal wave of multimodal geospatial intelligence
data that is now routinely collected. Traditional textual metadata such as geographic coverage, time of acquisition, sensor
parameters, manual annotation, etc., are now insufficient to
retrieve images of interest when the visual content of the scene
contains the primary relevant information. New methodologies
and prototype systems for dynamically incorporating automatic
feature extraction, visual selection, and knowledge-rich semantics for content-based image database management and retrieval are needed to assist image analysts. Such content-based
mining tools will enable a more rapid geospatial intelligence
analysis by letting the user focus his or her attention on the
most critical and relevant portions of the data. The goal of such
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systems is to provide an online analysis of multimodal datasets
in which the imagery requiring manual intervention and analyst
attention is flagged and then queued by the information mining system for human analysts. Using such a system enables
analysts to be more productive in targeted search and imagery
interpretation.
Conventional image retrieval in the intelligence community
is performed either by using a keyword search or by browsing through a hierarchical information retrieval structure. One
could build a traditional information search engine [3] to locate
images by matching a text-based query with the terms in the
descriptions using relational database methods. This text-based
query approach is highly user- and context-dependent and
does not provide much descriptive power. On the other hand,
content-based image retrieval (CBIR) provides image-based
query methods for a more visually descriptive matching of
images than can be accomplished with text alone. Given a query
image, a CBIR system extracts image features—ranging from
pixels, regions, and objects to higher level descriptors of objects
in the image—and retrieves database images that share similar
visual patterns with the query. This is quite powerful, but lowlevel features do not have adequate specificity to reliably map
the complex notions that analysts have about patterns common
to imagery intelligence.
Therefore, how do we connect the images and their lowlevel features with an analyst’s expert knowledge for retrieval
of relevant imagery? This question lies at the heart of achieving
semantic exchange, visual content management, and associations between visual patterns and text-based annotations.
Many CBIR systems have been proposed and implemented
with varying degrees of success during the last decade. Early
prominent systems include the IBM QBIC [10], Chabot [22],
VisualSEEK [34], MARS [28], FIDS [5], and PHOTOBOOK
[23]. Smeulders et al. [32] provide a survey of CBIR systems prior to 2000, and more recent reviews are provided by
Sebe et al. [27] and Smeulders et al. [33]. Significant progress
has been made, but no truly successful system has emerged in
terms of practical usefulness and integration with other nonimage databases. One main reason for the lack of success is that
the domains these systems address are too broad. The images
used in most of the systems range anywhere from trees to fabric
and even to people and faces.
Success has been significantly greater with several systems
developed specifically for remote sensing imagery [1], [9],
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Fig. 1. GeoIRIS system architecture. Each of the major modules of our GeoIRIS system is shown above. The arrows linking the components demonstrate the
interaction between the various subsystems. Our dataset consists of panchromatic (PAN) and PSMS imagery.

[17]. The large domain knowledge of intelligence tradecrafts
related to geospatial data and information offers a unique
opportunity to make further progress in image information
mining and retrieval. These systems have made significant
contributions in the design of system frameworks for geospatial
CBIR techniques with large-scale spatial databases. However,
these prominent systems may only partially fulfill intelligence
analysts’ needs. Further research is needed in utilizing indexing
structures for efficient retrievals and in addressing the challenge
of linking the analyst’s semantics with low-level features. To
make an image mining and retrieval system useful for image
analysts, a more comprehensive approach is needed to build a
multimodal database retrieval system.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, an overall
system architecture is outlined, and each main component in the
system is discussed. Section III lists tile-based and object-based
feature extraction algorithms used in The Geospatial Information Retrieval and Indexing System (GeoIRIS). Section IV
discusses two high-dimensional tree structures for object-based
and tile-based indexing. To summarize the retrieval results
from multiple feature sets, a multi-index ranking mechanism
is introduced in Section V. Section VI provides a framework
to link low-level features with high-level semantics. A suite of
complex query methods is described in Section VII. Finally,
Section VIII offers concluding remarks and the discussion of
future work.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
GeoIRIS can be best described by its architecture as shown
in Fig. 1. There are six modules: feature extraction (FE),
indexing structures (IS), semantic framework (SF), GeoName
server (GS), fusion and ranking (FR), and retrieval visualization
(RV). For offline indexing, all database images are processed in

the FE module and then indexed in the IS module. Linkages
between a database image and its textual information are built
using the GS module. Utilizing the extracted features and
image annotation information, the SF module mimics the image
analysts’ domain expertise in describing high-level visual semantics by low-level features for semantics query and training
of inexperienced image analysts.
When a query image is available, a user can submit the
image and look for similar images from the database. This
online process feeds the image into the FE module and sends
the extracted features to the IS module for retrieving similar
feature vectors from multiple indexing trees. If a semantic
query is inputted by the user, the system calls the SF module to
retrieve relevant images that contain the underlying semantics
of interest provided by the user.
A key feature of GeoIRIS is the ability to merge information from heterogeneous sources. One such example of a data
source useful in retrieval applications is a database containing
geographic and cultural features of interest. For example, in the
GS module, the locations of schools, churches, hospitals, lakes,
and harbors are stored and linked to images indexed in the
IS module. This information is acquired from the Geographic
Names Information System provided by the U.S. Geological
Survey [12] and from the GEOnet Names Server produced by
the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency [13].
The FR module is called to rank the results from heterogeneous intelligence sources based on user’s preference. Topranked results are displayed to the user using the RV module. To
provide an efficient handling of image requests, a mechanism
for cataloging imagery for retrieval was developed. Underlying
the visualization engine is MapServer [19] developed by the
University of Minnesota. This open-source Geographic Information System (GIS) tool allows for on-the-fly creation of maps
and imagery from full-size images.
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Fig. 2. Stages of image preprocessing, feature extraction and index building
are shown in this figure. Following feature extraction, each set of feature
vectors is clustered typically using the fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm prior
to building EBS k-D Tree indexes. Note that only a sample of the feature
extraction algorithms is shown here for simplicity.

III. F EATURE E XTRACTION
The first major consideration in the development of GeoIRIS
is the determination of what relevant content will be used when
retrieving images. We have developed our system using the
features extracted from the high-resolution 0.6–1.0-m panchromatic and 2.4–4.0-m multispectral satellite imagery that we
fuse to create a 0.6–1.0-m pan-sharpened multispectral (PSMS)
imagery at the same spatial resolution for all channels including
infrared.
A. Tile-Based Feature Extraction
Each ingested multispectral image is subdivided into image
tiles of size 256 m × 256 m. The tile-based feature extraction is
then performed on these individual tiles as shown in Fig. 2. The
choice of tile size ensures that the extracted features capture the
local characteristics within the tile and not the global features
across the entire image. Each image tile has four quadrants that
overlap with four neighboring tiles to capture information of
objects across the boundaries.
Our features fall into two general categories: general image
features and anthropogenic features (i.e., those associated with
human modification of the landscape). For example, classic
image processing and computer vision features such as spectral
and texture measures are used. In addition, more specialized
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features have been developed to represent characteristics of
linear features (roads) and the scale of objects (buildings).
1) General Feature Extraction: The general feature extraction employs widely used computer vision algorithms for creating textural and spectral feature vectors. These features are
important for discriminating between land-cover and land-use
patterns such as urban, residential, cropland, etc. These features
are the foundation of the content-based retrieval system that has
been expanded with novel feature extraction algorithms.
Spectral Features: This group of features uses the spectral
histograms of a given tile. The satellite imagery which is being
used has an effective range spanning 11 bits. This range is
divided into eight coarse bins to capture the general distribution pixel intensity in each tile. For each tile analyzed, three
different types of spectral features are calculated: histograms
for panchromatic, grayscale RGB, and near-infrared (NIR)
data. The grayscale RGB is a monochrome intensity image
computed from the visible channels using GRGB = 0.3 ∗ R +
0.59 ∗ G + 0.11 ∗ B.
Texture Features: Texture measures are essential for characterizing global visual patterns in high-resolution satellite
images, such as landcover or sizable homogeneous regions.
We apply the grayscale cooccurrence matrices described by
Haralick et al. [14]. The six texture measures used are uniformity of energy, entropy, homogeneity, contrast, correlation,
and cluster tendency. By averaging the responses from different
angular values of the cooccurrence matrices, these features are
rotationally invariant. To capture the textures across different
scales, the texture measures are calculated for three different
distances. The set of texture measures is generated for each
channel—panchromatic, grayscale RGB, and NIR imagery.
2) Anthropogenic Feature Extraction: Anthropogenic image content is typically man-made elements detectable in the
satellite imagery such as roads, buildings, and other structures. We are especially interested in anthropogenic elements
due to their relevance in intelligence applications. The automatic extraction and retrieval of roadways and objects are
important and necessary elements of GeoIRIS. Our tile-based
anthropogenic features include linear features extracted from
pixel correlation run-length and scale-based descriptors of object content generated from differential morphological profiles
(DMPs) [24].
Linear Features: To capture the features specific to highresolution satellite imagery, specialized feature detectors are
used based on the study in [29]. One such feature identifies
linear structures in imagery and measures characteristics of
such structures. In satellite imagery, linear structures such as
roads and paths are of particular interest. Images are first filtered
using a vegetation mask based on thresholding the normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) values; areas with high
NDVI values correspond to vegetation and are excluded from
the linear feature processing.
There are two components which comprise the set of linear features. The first set—termed linearity—characterizes the
length of linear features present in the tile. In addition, these
features capture the information regarding the ratio of the
maximum length of a feature to its minimum length; in other
words, is the feature long and skinny, or is it more compact?
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Fig. 3. Linear features can be used to capture information about linear
structures present in an image. The tile shown in (a) contains a pronounced
linear structure in the highway that runs from north to south in the image.
The directional component of the linear features captures the presence of this
highway as seen in the spike around 90◦ in (b). (a) Image tile. (b) Directional
features.

The second set of features, directionality, captures the information about the angles at which linear features may be present.
These features store values corresponding to the amount of
linear structures from a tile that extends in the direction given
by each angle and are binned into 18 ten-degree buckets. An
example of a directional feature can be seen in Fig. 3.
Aggregate DMP Measure: The second class of anthropogenic features for which specialized techniques have been developed are objects. The term object is used in a general sense to
describe significant structures found within an image. Objects
include things such as buildings, water towers, airplanes, and
open fields. A distinction is made between vegetative objects
and nonvegetative objects by using an NDVI threshold at each
pixel. Thus, two different object measures are calculated: one
corresponding to the areas of vegetation and another corresponding to the nonvegetative objects.
A multiscale approach is taken for the problem of collecting
object features by using the DMP originally developed by
Pesaresi and Benediktsson [24]. This technique detects candidate structures at various spatial scales from airplanes to large
building complexes; we aggregate the results of the structures
detected at each scale (i.e., structuring element size) to arrive
at one number for each scale in the profile and call this feature
an aggregate DMP measure. These features allow the amount
of response at each scale and, thus, a measure of the number
of objects at each scale to be captured. An example of such
features at varying scales can be seen in Fig. 4.
B. Object-Based Feature Extraction
In addition to the tile-based methods for CBIR, we have
developed various methods that exploit the image content at the
object level. We initially extract objects from the image content
using the DMP. These objects are individually processed to
extract shape and spectral features. In addition, configurations
of objects are extracted into multiobject spatial relationships.
Object-based query capabilities are an important extension to
the tile-based image retrievals.
1) Single-Object Characterization: In order to index the
objects for efficient retrieval, a set of features is needed to
encode the shape properties of each object. The technique

Fig. 4. Aggregate DMP features are used to encode information about the
presence of objects at various spatial scales. To illustrate this, a tile is shown
in (a) and the resulting features are depicted in (b). The features show a high
response centered around the 30-m radius point; this corresponds to the size of
many of the buildings present in the image. (a) Image tile. (b) Object features.

Fig. 5. Object shape characterization using object extraction from the DMP,
principal axis alignment, resampling (downsampling in this case), and bitmap
encoding.

chosen to represent the shapes of our objects is known as a
grid descriptor [36]. This bitmap representation results in a
coarse representation of the object that captures its general
shape at the expense of fine detail. Efficient representation of
the object shape is critical due to the fact that even relatively
small amounts of imagery will result in millions of objects
being extracted.
The process of automatically analyzing the objects for efficient retrieval in imagery can be broken down into several
phases after obtaining candidate structures from the DMP. The
output of the DMP is thresholded to limit our pool of objects
to those which have a very high level of response at a given
scale; from this process, we arrive at our set of objects to
be indexed. We developed an additional approach for object
extraction detailed in [15]. The airplane and its binarized image
are depicted in the top row of Fig. 5 as the results obtained
at this stage of the process from an image tile. To encode the
shape of each object using the grid descriptor method, each of
the objects is aligned to prevent sensitivity to translation and
rotation. The object is then resampled to a fixed size of 32 ×
32 bits to represent an object’s shape regardless of its size. A
binary feature vector corresponding to the shape of the object is
finally encoded based on this bitmap.
In addition to storing the shape of the object, a second vector
is generated for each object that stores the average intensity in
each band of imagery within the object mask. This information
can be used to limit retrievals to objects with similar spectral
characteristics.
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Fig. 6. Multiobject spatial modeling. (a) Three objects are shown with their centroid and principal axis e1 . Two reference objects are placed outside the bounding
circle along e1 , equidistant from the centroid. (b) A surface plot of the multiobject spatial relationship signature of a three-object configuration rotated through
360◦ . The uniform shape along the axis labeled “Angle” indicates the insensitivity to rotation in our features. (a) Three objects. (b) Signatures.

2) Multiobject Spatial Relationships: An extremely challenging task in satellite imagery is the retrieval of similar
spatial configurations of man-made objects found within a
large imagery collection. Toward this goal, we have developed a
multiobject spatial relationship feature extraction algorithm that
is highly invariant to scale, translation, and rotation [26]. This
feature extraction method produces multidimensional spatial
relationship signatures, which are then indexed for similarity
search. There are two main tasks accomplished for multiobject spatial relationship indexing: grouping of nearby objects
into spatial configurations and development of an appropriate
invariant signature with automatic feature extraction.
This subsection describes the approach used to generate
a spatial signature of an object configuration by extending
the pairwise determination of spatial relationships using the
histogram of forces [20]. Given an n-tuple configuration, there
are n(n − 1)/2 symmetric pairwise spatial relationships. Attempting to correlate two configurations is equivalent to graph
matching—an intractable problem.
Our solution is to treat the n-tuple configuration of objects
as a single disjoint object. We then generate two synthetic reference objects outside of the configuration. For each synthetic
object, we compute the histogram of forces against the entire
configuration treated as a single disjoint object. Fig. 6 provides
a visual depiction of the dual reference object placement. Each
synthetic-reference object pair is used to generate rotation,
translation, and scaling invariant signatures using the histogram
of forces. It has been shown that rotations of a two-object
configuration result in an angular shift of the histogram of
forces [21]. Therefore, to achieve rotationally invariant signatures of a configuration, we must ensure that the synthetic
object is always placed in the same position relative to a rotated
configuration of the same group of objects.
To accomplish this, we find the principal eigenvector of a
spatial configuration and always place the synthetic objects
outside the configuration along the principal axis. The synthetic
objects are circular, and their position along the principal axis
is always axis length plus the radius plus one pixel.

TABLE I
AVERAGE RECALL OF ROTATED CONFIGURATIONS. TEN OBJECT
CONFIGURATIONS WERE ROTATED BETWEEN 0◦ AND 360◦ AT 5◦
INCREMENTS FOR A TOTAL OF 720 SETS. THE VALUES SHOWN INDICATE
THE A VERAGE R ECALL AT R ANK n IN THE R ESULTS . R ECALL AT
RANK n IS CALCULATED AS THE PERCENT OF THE EXPECTED
CONFIGURATIONS CORRECTLY RETURNED IN THE TOP n RESULTS.
RECALL OF SCALED CONFIGURATIONS: TEN OBJECT CONFIGURATIONS
WERE SCALED TO TEN DIFFERENT IMAGE SIZES FOR A
TOTAL OF 100 SETS. THE VALUES SHOWN INDICATE
THE R ECALL AT R ANK n IN THE R ESULTS

We construct our spatial signatures by calculating the histogram of forces, H+y and H−y , for the positive and negative
y reference objects against the object configuration. The histogram generated from each reference object is then aligned to
the principal axis of the configuration. After this alignment, two
windows up to 180◦ , W+y and W−y , centered at the principal
axis, are constructed from H+y and H−y . Each W is partitioned
into F bins, and each bin generates a feature value which is the
average response from H over that bin. In GeoIRIS, we chose
an F value of 20. This results in each feature being an average
response across 8◦ . From both reference objects, we compute
2 ∗ F histogram response features for a spatial configuration.
To ensure that the features are rotationally insensitive, we order
each bin, i ∈ [1, F ], from W+y and W−y , such that
S[i] = max {W+y [i], W−y [i]}

(1)

S[i + F ] = min {W+y [i], W−y [i]}

(2)

where S is the spatial signature from the object configuration and W+y [i] and W−y [i] represent bin i from W+y and
W−y , respectively. As a final step, the spatial signature S[i]
is normalized to [0, 1] to provide scale invariance, and a final
feature is added to represent density of the objects within
our earlier defined bounding circle. A brief explanation of the
experimental methods and results is provided in Table I.
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TABLE II
FEATURES AND THEIR COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES FOR GEOIRIS. SPECTRAL AND TEXTURE FEATURE SETS ARE
COMPUTED IN THREE SETS: PANCHROMATIC, VISIBLE SPECTRUM (RGB), AND NEAR-INFRARED (NIR).
AGGREGATE DMP FEATURES ARE FROM VEGETATIVE AND NONVEGETATIVE FEATURE SETS

In GeoIRIS, we generate configurations of 3-, 4-, and 5tuples using all extracted objects within a 0.5-km radius of the
seed object. Each configuration is then processed to create a
multiobject spatial relationship signature.
C. Feature Extraction Complexity
We have evaluated the algorithm complexity of each of the
feature extraction techniques employed. A summary of these
results can be found in Table II. Calculating the spectral features
of an image simply involves iterating through all pixels in the
image; thus, its complexity is bound by the height (H) and
width (W ) of the image. Texture contains an additional term
B which is the number of bins in the gray level cooccurance
matrix. More complicated are the complexities of the anthropogenic features. Extracting the linear features from imagery
requires a complexity dependence upon the height, width,
number of directions scanned (D), and max length scanned
(L). The final tile-based feature, the DMP, does not easily lend
itself specifying an analytical complexity. The number of times
which this algorithm must iterate is dependent upon the image
characteristics; thus, we define a complexity which involves the
number of scales (S) and an unknown term (U ) which is image
dependent related to the convergence of the DMP algorithm.
Analytical complexities are also provided in the table for
the object-based features. Object spectral characteristics can
be extracted by examining each of the N pixels in the object.
To produce object shape features in the form of our bitmap,
the limiting factor is the axis-alignment process. This can be
completed in a time on the order of N 2 , where N is once again
the number of pixels in the object.
Lastly, the complexity of object spatial relationship feature
extraction can be defined. The multiobject features require that
the objects be written into a raster image; thus, the height and
width of the bounding box of the objects can be used to define
the complexity of that step. Added to that is the cost of actually
performing the feature extraction; this can be defined in terms
of the number of pixels that make up the objects (N ) and the
number of angles (A) at which features are computed. The
overall complexity can be seen in the table.
IV. H IGH -D IMENSIONAL I NDEXING
FOR F AST R ETRIEVALS
In this section, we present two indexing mechanisms for tilebased and object-based query methods. Indexing of continuous

valued features is currently done using the entropy balanced statistical (EBS) k-dimensional (k-D) tree [25], and indexing the
binary-valued features is performed with the entropy balanced
bitmap (EBB) tree. Tile-based indexing provides access into
localized areas of similar features. For instance, given a query
using an image of an urban area with a particular characteristic
building type, the EBS k-D tree over the aggregate nonvegetative DMP feature space allows queries to find similarly scaled
distributions, such as numerous small or a few large buildings. Object-based indexing includes both individual objects
and spatial configurations of multiple objects. We are able to
query for individual objects, such as airplanes or water towers,
as well as finding configurations of objects such as building
complexes.
Evaluations performed in this section are based on the
following setting. The image database contains 70 824 image tiles and 531 208 extracted objects. Each machine runs
the Linux operating system with hardware up to dual
2.8-GHz Xeon processors with Hyperthreading and up to
6 GB of RAM.
A. EBS k-D Tree for Continuous Features
As discussed in Section III, most feature sets in GeoIRIS are
collections of multidimensional feature vectors. Currently, we
use the feature sets described in Section III-A to accomplish the
tile-based indexing. Each feature space, such as panchromatic
spectral response, is built into its own EBS k-D tree index. The
collection of EBS k-D tree indexes belongs to the IS module
of GeoIRIS. In the context of the following discussion, Classi
is a grouping of similar content (i.e., image tiles); in some
cases, it may be from automatic clustering, or it may be from
human analysts’ annotations. In other cases, we define a partial
knowledge as the labeling by experts of a subset of the data.
This partial knowledge is grown through clustering techniques
to generate labels for the remaining data.
The EBS k-D tree is designed to index large collections
of high-dimensional feature vectors. It is particularly powerful
when the domain knowledge, such as image analysts’ semantic
labelings or classes, is available for a small portion of the
database. Examples include “harbor with ships,” “under construction area,” and “highway intersection.” The algorithm first
applies clustering to roughly assign a preliminary label to each
image in the database. It then grows the EBS k-D tree, using
top-down decision tree induction, by reducing the entropy at
each successive node splitting while observing certain entropy
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balancing factors. The decision criteria for the EBS k-D tree is
to find the feature and threshold which maximizes
γ = Hparent − σHR − σHL − |σHR − σHL |

(3)

where Hparent is the entropy of the parent node, σHR and σHL
are the weighted sum components of the right and left child
nodes, respectively, and σH = P (Leafj )H(Leafj ). In (3), the
first three terms on the right-hand side represent the reduction
of entropy. The later two terms represent the balancing factor.
We also constrain the node splitting by requiring the percentage
reduction in entropy to meet a threshold. We calculate the
entropy of a leaf using
L

H(Leafj ) = − P (Classi |Leafj ) log P (Classi |Leafj )

(4)

i=1

where L is the number of classes which exist in Leafj . Since the
entropy is a measure of uncertainty, our tree building process
should seek to minimize the entropy in the leaves; thereby
increasing the accuracy of searches that reach Leafj . From
Bayes’ Theorem, we have
P (Classi |Leafj ) =

P (Leafj |Classi )P (Classi )
P (Leafj )

(5)

where P (Classi ) is the a priori probability of Classi and we
calculate P (Leafj ) as the sum of joint probabilities
P (Leafj ) =

C


P (Leafj , Classi ).

(6)

i=1

If we examine a single feature k of Classi using the bounds of
the feature in a Leafj , we can determine the normal distribution
k
k
and Ci,max
values from a simple lookup table. Letting Ci,min
k
represent the bounds of feature k for Classi , and aj,min and
akj,max represent the range of data on feature k for Leafj ; we
calculate the probability of Leafj given Classi using

P (Leafj |Classi ) =

K


k
min(ak
j,max ,Ci,max )



fik (ak )dak .

(7)

k=1
k
max(ak
,Ci,min
)
j,min

The integral value is evaluated numerically or using tables of
the normal distribution integral values with fik (ak ) representing
a normal probability density function of feature k conditioned
on Classi .
All feature vectors are fed into the root node of the tree,
and the algorithm recursively finds the best feature to use for
data splitting based on (3). The feature space is then carved
into a number of hypercubes which are expected to group
visually similar images and form leaf nodes of the EBS k-D
tree. The induction time of the EBS k-D tree is dependent on the
dimensionality and size of the data set. For our current database
of imagery, build times vary from half an hour to around 1 h.
Build times scale linearly with increases in database size and
dimensionality.
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B. EBB Tree for Binary Features
Here, we present an extension of the EBS k-D tree designed
to index large numbers of bitmaps in a multidimensional binary
feature space. The need for a specialized index for bitmaps
arises due to the extracted object shape representations in
Section III-B1. Because our shape features are encoded in grid
descriptors or bitmaps, we developed the EBB tree. The size
of the EBB is much smaller than an equivalent full traditional
bitmap index and more accurately captures the tendencies of
the clustered objects in the bitmap space than a traditional
continuous valued index.
Although the clustered bitmaps could be represented as
vectors of floating-point numbers, their mean values have
no significance in the binary domain. Therefore, parameterized statistical distributions—as used in EBS k-D tree
induction—have little relevance to the data. Furthermore, entropy reduction methods typically examine the data in a leaf
using the class range for each feature in that leaf. By definition,
the area under the distribution curve is the probability of the
class given by the feature in that node. Given a node with Classi
that has all of feature k set to one value, the area under the
distribution does not accurately represent the class (e.g., the
minimum and the maximum are equal, which equates to zero
area and zero probability in a statistical distribution). If Classi
has a bit both set and unset in some node, the minimum is
0 and the maximum is 1, which spans the binary space and
which by definition implies probability of 1.0. What is desired
is the point-based probability, not the area under statistical
distribution.
There is a set of probabilities which describe a cluster of
bitmaps. Precisely, for each feature k or bit of Classi
P (Classi,k=0 ) =

|off bits|
|Classi |

(8)

P (Classi,k=1 ) =

|on bits|
|Classi |

(9)

represent the probability of bit being off or on, respectively.
Similar to the EBS, we use (3), (4), and (5); for objective
function and related leaf entropy, we define the probabilities
of Classi and Leafj as
P (Classi ) =

|Classi |
|X|

(10)

P (Leafj ) =

|Leafj |
|X|

(11)

where X is the total database population set. We calculate the
remaining probability needed for (5), Leafj given Classi as
P (Leafj |Classi ) =

K

k=1

P (Classi,k,j ).

(12)
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Equation (12) is the binary equivalent to the continuous valued statistical version in (7). If a particular Leafj contains
only off bits for feature k of Classi , then P (Classi,k,j ) =
P (Classi,k=0 ). Given only on bits, then P (Classi,k,j ) =
P (Classi,k=1 ). If Leafj contains both on and off bits for bit
k of Classi in Leafj , then P (Classi,k,j ) = 1.0.
We consider this approach superior to working with 1024dimensional continuous valued feature vectors that do not accurately capture the meaning of the bitmaps. The alternative
of a pure bitmap index, that does not exploit entropy or clustered bitmaps, is impractical as our 1024 bits would lead to
21024 leaves supported by 21024 − 1 internal nodes. Given our
current object database, the EBB tree builds in 105 min. The
build times of the EBB scale linearly with the increase in the
database size.
C. Searching the EBB and EBS k-D Trees
Searching the EBB and EBS k-D trees requires a query
search vector representing a position in feature space. For
the EBS k-D tree, the query is a member of the appropriate
k-D feature space, such as those corresponding to texture or
vegetative aggregate DMP. During the induction of the EBS
k-D tree, the decision feature and threshold are stored in each
internal node. The values of the various query attributes allow
the query to navigate to the appropriate leaf through a series of
binary decisions. In EBS nonleaf nodes, if the leaf’s decision
feature has a threshold value above the search vector’s feature
value, the navigation continues left—otherwise right. When the
leaves of the tree are reached, the first leaf has its population
added to the ranked result set. Often, we encounter the situation
where a leaf node does not contain the number of samples
required by a search. At this point, searches must continue
spiraling outward in k-dimensional space from the initial leaf.
To accommodate the need to traverse the leaf structure in a
nonlinear fashion, we build a secondary index over the set of
leaves. This is accomplished by calculating the prototypes of
the leaf clusters and using these prototypes to index the leaves
in an M-tree [7] structure. A search in the feature space for n
results is performed using Algorithm 1.
Searching the EBB tree is extremely efficient. During the induction of the index, each node stores a bitmap with the single
decision bit set DBj . Given a query bitmap QB, the navigation
down the index is simple bitwise operations. When QB AND
DBj = DBj , navigate right, else left. The result set of the EBB
tree is ordered using a distance measure based on Tanimoto
similarity [35]. In addition, the leaf linking M-tree depicted
in Fig. 7 is generated using probabilistic bitmap prototypes
to facilitate using the Tanimoto distance. Once the leaf nodes
are reached, the results are ordered using the Tanimoto distance, and a leaf traversal is conducted identical to the EBS
k-D tree.
The performance of both EBB and the EBS k-D tree is
fast and consistent. When searching for the 100 most similar
database items, from the 70 824 tiles in the database, the results
are produced from 200 to 350 ms. This time is consistent across
our different feature spaces. Search times depend on three
properties of the database and search: the size of the desired

Fig. 7. File structure organization of an EBB/EBS k-D tree indexed content
database. Searches are conducted using the EBB/EBS k-D tree, which partitions the feature space into relatively small clusters. Data are stored in a data
file, organized in depth-first order of the tree leaves. When traversal through the
leaf population is required, an M-tree structure is used for navigation through
the data file.

result set, the dimensionality of the data, and to a lesser degree,
the size of the database. The result size is the dominant cost
of the query; as more results are requested, more processing
is needed. The dimensionality of the feature space governs the
cost of comparing any two database items for similarity. Finally,
the larger the database, the more comparisons are required to
reach the destination leaf. In our current system, our object data
set is over seven times larger than the tile data set. The EBB
tree is governed by the same properties for search times, but is
typically faster, as most operations are bit operations instead of
floating-point operations, despite the larger data set. Retrieving
the top 100 ranked objects from our object database returns the
results from 200 to 450 ms.
Algorithm 1 EBS k-D tree Searching for n results from population
P partitioned into leaves L
1: Navigate to EBB/EBS k-D leaf from root, using each internal
node’s designated decision feature;
2: Order destination leaf’s feature vectors in order of similarity
into result S;
3: if |S| < n then
4: m ← n − |S|
5: leaf Count ← (m/(|P |/|L|))
6: while |S| < n do
7:
leaf Count ← leaf Count + 0.5|L|
8:
L ← Search M-Tree for leaf Count closest leaves;
/ V isitedLeaf do
9:
for all L ∈
10:
Add L data to S
11:
Add L to V isitedLeaf
12:
end for
13: end while
14: end if
15: return S;

V. R ETRIEVAL F ROM M ULTIPLE I NDEXES
AND I NFORMATION S OURCES
Section III described the many different types of features that
have been extracted for use in GeoIRIS. It should be no surprise
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that some classes of features are more useful in discriminating
relevant results for certain types of queries, while a different set
of features may be more useful for a second query. For example,
linear features are particularly useful in identifying images
relevant to a query image that includes road structures or a
large highway. For this reason, a retrieval system should provide
flexibility in determining how much each index contributes
to the creation of the overall result list. To this end, users
can weight indexes wi corresponding to each index i. In our
implementation, there were weights that corresponded to each
of the classes of the tile-based features described in Section III.
 = {wi |0 ≤ wi ≤ 1} represents the weight of
The vector W
each index. Once the weights of each index are established, the
query can be performed against each index.
Let kr be the image key name of the rth ranked result and
dr be the distance of this result from the query image q. The
universe of image key names (i.e., all possible locations in the
image database) is defined as the set K. The result set of index
i with query q is given by the following:
Si = {(kr , dr )|kr ∈ K, dr = dist(q, kr , i), dr ≤ dr+1 }

(13)

where Si is a set of image key and distance pairs in a sorted
order. The image key must be a member of the universe of
image keys K, and the distance is defined by the chosen distance
metric. In (13), the distance metric is a function of i the index
number, because each index may have a unique distance metric
chosen based on the type of features stored.
After searching each individual index, the final result set is
constructed by aggregating the ranking information from each
index. During this process, it is likely that a given result may not
appear in the top-N result set returned by every index. For those
indexes where a result does not appear, its distance will include
a penalty that causes the distance to be larger than the maximum
distance in the result set. A vector containing the maximum
distance value in each result set can be constructed by
 = {mi |mi = max {Si (dr ), ∀r ∈ [1, |Si |]}} .
M

(14)

Once these maximal values have been identified, the final result
set can be compiled.
By iterating over all possible keys and all possible indexes,
the distance can be computed by summing the weighted distance score for results which occur in the result set for a given
index and the weighted maximum distances for results which
do not occur in the result set for a given index. The following
equation outlines the method used to compute the final set of
results:




wi ∗ Si (dr )
F = (kr , dr )kr ∈ K, dr =
i|kr ∈Si (kr )

+




wi ∗ 1.1 ∗ mi

(15)

i|kr ∈
/Si (kr )

 and are used
where the index weights come from the vector W
to bias the results from specific indexes as per user request.
In the calculation of dr , the first summation corresponds to
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indexes in which the result is present, while the second summation refers to indexes in which the result is not present. These
two values add to create the total distance value of a given
result.
After computing the final result set, the elements of the set
must be ordered in increasing order. This can be accomplished
by constructing the set Fsorted , where


(16)
Fsorted = (kr , dr )|(kr , dr ) ∈ F ∧ dr ≤ dr+1 .
Once the final result set has been sorted, a subset of the most
highly ranked results is returned to the user.
In addition to the multi-index query by an example process
previously discussed in this section, queries can also combine
the information from multiple data sources, and these are
termed hybrid queries. One example of such a query makes use
of the GS module of our system. This database contains the
location information about both geographic and anthropogenic
features. By coupling the information found in this database
and the results from a content-based query discussed above, the
results can be restricted to a specific geographic region. For
example, a hybrid query could be performed by providing an
image of an area undergoing a construction with the geographic
constraint that results must be within 3 km of a church. With
these capabilities, image analysts are able to provide more
specific constraints which allow more focused queries to be
performed.
These hybrid queries involving data from multiple sources
are performed by specifying a geographic constraint restriction.
For example, a hybrid query might include a specific restriction
that results should be returned only if they are within 2.5 km
of a harbor. We can define the set of image keys H from our
universe K which satisfy the query constraint
H = {k|k ∈ K ∧ k satisfies the hybrid query}.

(17)

Once this half of the query is performed, the query-by-example
portion can be executed according to (16). The result set from
the hybrid query is generated by intersecting the results from
(16) and (17) as follows:
F = {(kr , dr ) |kr ∈ Fsorted (kr ) ∧ kr ∈ H} .

(18)

Equation (18) shows the construction of this final set of results
from a hybrid query as the intersection of data from multiple
sources.
Evaluating the performance of queries in GeoIRIS must take
into account each of the query mechanisms provided. First,
the tile-based queries allow users to perform CBIR queries
against the database. Our choice to index each group of features
separately results in two important considerations. The queries
against each index containing tile features can be performed
in parallel; our system lends itself to distributing the indexes
across the multiple machines—a feature which is exploited
in GeoIRIS. Once all indexes have been queried, there is an
additional price for combining the results from the multiple
indexes. On the average, the tile-based queries in GeoIRIS take
5 to 7 s to search a database currently containing around 70 000
tiles. When these queries are performed in conjunction with
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heterogeneous databases such as our GS, an additional computation is required leading to queries which take between 20 and
25 s; with further research, this process could be accelerated
with additional indexing techniques. Lastly, despite containing
over a half million objects, the object-based queries occur in
around 5 to 7 s. The fact that these queries are performed in
roughly the same amount of time as tile-based queries is an
evidence of the use of successful bitmap indexing techniques.
VI. S EMANTIC M ODELING
Textual metadata has proved to be insufficient [6] for articulating interesting content included in geospatial images.
Semantic modeling has been shown to be useful in representing
and integrating geographical information systems [11], [30].
To mimic the tacit knowledge of the image analysts for semantic retrievals, we define semantic terms (class labels) to
model perceptual categories identified by domain experts and
select an appropriate set of relevant features to describe the
semantic terms. This semantic modeling process closes the gap
between high-level text-based descriptions and low-level image
features.
To achieve this goal, we have a three-step knowledge discovery process [31]: 1) data transformation: each continuous
feature is partitioned into multiple discrete ranges that are
meaningful for a chosen semantic; 2) mining associations:
association rules [2] that map feature intervals into semantic
categories are discovered; 3) semantic modeling: crisp intervals
from association rules are replaced by sigmoid functions.
1) Data Transformation: Images with the same semantics
are expected to be grouped together in the EBS k-D tree discussed previously in Section IV. For a semantic of interest such
as Construction, the system visits all leaf nodes in the tree and
selects those with a matched label. For each matched node, we
determine the path in the tree and form a set of intervals for
each feature which is normalized between 0 and 1. For example,
let us consider a matched leaf node k containing a total of
images with the semantic
nk labeled images and nConstruction
k
Construction. This node has the following path in the EBS k-D
tree: f15 ≤ 0.5 → f20 > 0.8 → f15 > 0.2 → f48 ≤ 0.1. The
set of intervals for this node is f15 ∈ (0.2, 0.5], f20 ∈ (0.8, 1.0],
and f48 ∈ [0, 0.1]. If we consider each labeled image from the
node a data mining transaction, the intervals determined by
the tree can approximate transaction items and be used for
discovering association rules for semantic assignments. This
process is iterated through all matched nodes and will generate
sets of intervals for association rule mining.
2) Mining Association Rules From Image Content: We
use the Classification based on Multiple Association Rules
(CMAR) algorithm [8], [18] for discovering association rules
using the transactions identified from the previous step.
An example rule has the form {f15 (0.2, 0.5], f20 (0.8, 1.0],
f48 [0, 0.1]} → Construction. In this rule, the antecedent contains a set of discrete intervals, while the consequent is a semantic term. Each rule u has also specified support s, antecedent
A, consequent C, and the confidence level c. The support of
/N ; the support of the antecedent
u is s(u) = nConstruction
k
is s(A) = nk /N ; and the support of the consequent is

/N , where N is the total number
s(C) = ∀k nConstruction
k
of images that were prelabeled by domain experts; the confi/nk . A set of
dence can be obtained by c(u) = nConstruction
k
frequently cooccurring items from the selected rules will be
used to model visual semantics for the predefined categories.
Each item represents an interval of a specific feature and is
mathematically modeled by a flexible possibility function.
3) Semantic Modeling: After the association rules are discovered, we refine them by replacing the crisp feature intervals
in antecedents with possibility distributions as described in [4].
This approach has the advantage of capturing users’ preferences
in a computational way using an asymmetric property modeled
by two halves of sigmoid functions (L—left and R—right). The
following equation shows the possibility function p(m) used
to model the semantic assignment for an interval of a feature
f . Each sigmoid function is controlled by three parameters:
the center of the function (λ1 ), the width factor (λ2 ), and the
exponential factor (λ3 ). For each semantic term, there are two
L
L
sets of λ values for the left sigmoid function, (λL
1 , λ2 , λ3 ),
R
R
R
and the right sigmoid, (λ1 , λ2 , λ3 ). The possibility function
assigns a full degree of satisfaction to all the feature measures
m in the regions between the two half sigmoids

2
, for m < λL

1
λL

λL −m)/λL ) 3

((
2
 1+e 1
 L R
1,
for m ∈ λ1 , λ1
(19)
p(m) =


2
R

,
for
m
>
λ
.
R

1
λ
m−λR )/λR ) 3
1
2
1+e((
This possibility distribution is shaped using the information
in the training data set. First, a feature interval i is partitioned
into a fixed number of evenly distributed subintervals. Then, the
number of training images for each subinterval is counted and
replaced with a normalized value. Using this information, the
possibility function is computed using the algorithm described
in [4]. These functions are then stored to be used for semantic
queries.
4) Semantic Search: This query method searches the image
database by semantics using the association rules described
previously. For a given query such as “Retrieve images with
Construction,” the system first finds the rules that apply to the
semantic term Construction, computes the relevance T of image
j to each rule u for this semantic term, and then ranks the
images in a descending order. The relevance of image j to the
semantic term Construction is given by the following formula:


 minall A pA
Construction (m) · c(u)
Construction
=
Tj
e · (min (s(A), s(C)) − s(A) · s(C))2
all u
(20)
where c is the confidence, s is the support, and e is obtained
from the following equation [18]:
e=

1
1
1
+
+
.
s(A)·s(C) (1−s(A))·s(C) (1−s(A))·(1−s(C))
(21)

Equation (20) evaluates the minimum degree of satisfaction of
image j’s features to the antecedents of rule u to ensure that the
features satisfy the rule u. For image j, the system computes
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categories of features used in our system. Each set of these
features can be weighted by the user based on the usefulness of
each set of features for the query being performed. For example,
when performing a query containing a long stretch of highway,
increasing the weight associated with the linear features will
cause results from the corresponding indexes to exert more
influence over the final ranked result set.
B. Hybrid Query

Fig. 8. Precision of semantic search methods. Images were retrieved using
association rules that map image features to semantics. The relevance of each
retrieved image was then evaluated by domain experts.

Tji for all semantics i available in our database and obtains the
following normalized semantic significance vector:
NSSij =

Tji
.
Tji

(22)

i

The system then ranks images that have the highest NSS values
for the semantic of interest and displays them to the users.
5) Semantic Modeling Performance: To evaluate the performance of the semantic modeling methods, we used an image
database containing geospatial image tiles from three cities
in Missouri. From these images, we selected 18% as training
images labeled by experts to include Commercial & Industrial,
Residential, Grassland & Cropland, and/or Forests. The performance of semantic modeling was evaluated by computing the
precision of semantic search on a blind test using the remaining
82% of the image tiles. Each image was represented using a
feature vector that includes features from the panchromatic,
NIR, and visible spectra. These features were used for association rule mining and semantic search. Following the procedure
described in this section 1055 association rules were extracted
across the four semantics. These rules were then used to run
the semantic search methods. The relevance of each retrieved
images was evaluated by domain experts.
Fig. 8 shows the precision of the semantic search for the four
semantics used in our search experiment. The average retrieval
precision across the four semantics is 72%. The results also
show that precisions vary among individual semantics.
VII. Q UERY M ETHODS
A. Query by Example
The most basic method of query provided by our system
is query by example. This mechanism allows an analyst to
search for images that look visually similar to their query
image. Underlying this type of query is the assumption that feature extraction algorithms can successfully extract features for
which images that are visually similar are close in the feature
space. As described in Section III, there are several different

This query method is an extension of query by example
described above. This technique provides an extension that
allows the use of heterogeneous databases. Specifically, hybrid
queries allow a user to perform a query by example and limit
the results to a specific region surrounding the geographic
and anthropogenic features from our GN module described in
Section II. Users can choose from a list of features to select
either a group of features—such as all schools—or a specific
feature—such as Fairview School. In addition, the search radius
surrounding these areas can be varied by the user. An example
of this query method is “find an image that looks like this
one and is within 3 km of Fairview School.” Fig. 9 shows the
interface used to initiate a hybrid query, and Fig. 10 shows the
results returned by a hybrid query.
C. Object Queries
The object query method differs from the two previously
described. This technique allows users to query for specific
objects of similar shape, size, and appearance within a database
of objects that were automatically extracted from imagery using
methods described in Section III-B1. Queries are posed to our
system by manually annotating an object in an image. Using
this selection, the object’s shape and appearance are used to
query indexes to find similar objects. For example, by drawing
an outline around an airplane, the system can identify other
airplanes from the object database.
D. Multiobject Spatial Relationship Queries
Multiobject spatial relationship queries rely on the user to design the query spatial relationship. Users can either use a blank
sketch area or an underlay image sample. For both methods,
the user is provided with graphical user interface tools to draw
ovals, rectangles, and free-hand polygons within the GeoIRIS
client. Using an underlay image, users can trace the existing
image objects, selecting the objects relative to the relationship.
Once a set of objects has been designated by the user, the
multiobject spatial relationship feature extraction is performed
as described in Section III-B2. The signature generated is used
to search in the spatial signature space, which is indexed using
the EBS k-D tree. These queries are very powerful, as they can
be incorporated with other query methods for robust retrievals.
The range of query applications includes such applications as
finding building complexes with particularly interesting spatial
organization, or finding vehicles deployed in functional configurations (e.g., SAM sites).
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Fig. 9. Example of a hybrid query being built. The query image is the region of interest within the white rectangle (i.e., the divided highway). Weights can be
assigned to features of various indexes by adjusting the sliders, and the use of heterogeneous databases is demonstrated by specifying the constraint that results
must be within 3 km of a school.

Fig. 10. Hybrid query results visualization of construction within 3 km of a school. The query image is shown in the upper left-hand corner. The current result
is shown in the large center image, and the associated metadata are shown in the lower left-hand corner. A ranked list of the top relevant results is shown on
the right.

E. Semantic Querying
Semantic queries rely on data mining rules to rank relevant
images in the database. The relevance of each image is measured by the possibility functions shown in (19) of the decision
rule antecedents for a particular semantic term. For example,
given a semantic query, “retrieve images with Construction,”

the system will evaluate the possibilistic response of imagery
to the antecedents of decision rules for construction. Semantic
queries provide a higher level conceptualization of the underlying content-based features that support GeoIRIS. The semantic
knowledge discovery brings the analysts and the system closer
to a shared understanding of image content.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
Mining relevant visual information that is valuable to the
image intelligence community is a challenging task that is
still in its infancy. We have presented the GeoIRIS system,
which will enable scalable processing and retrieval of a large
volume of data by automatically preprocessing and indexing
satellite images. The main contribution of this paper is the
design of the system framework as well as its underlying novel
approaches in feature extraction, database indexing, information ranking, semantic modeling, and advanced queries. This
framework has been developed using 0.6- and 1.0-m resolution
imagery; although with minor modifications, it could be applied
to higher resolution imagery. However, it is possible that some
image characteristics, such as linear features, are unable to be
extracted from images with lower resolutions. It is noteworthy
to mention that many of the approaches, extended from our
previous and current work [4], [15], [16], [25], [26], [29], [31],
are unique and empirically proven to have reasonably good
performance in both precision and efficiency.
We will continue to develop the GeoIRIS system by both
extending the overall framework and adding novel algorithms
for image mining, content indexing, and semantic development.
We continually add imagery from all over the world into the
database and expect to incorporate additional textual resources
into the GN module. Based on the semantic modeling discussed
in this paper, a knowledge sharing and exchange system will
be built for the training of image analysts. We expect that
the framework of GeoIRIS will be adapted by the image
intelligence community to streamline information gathering
and intelligence decision making from multimodal geospatial
databases.
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